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Scaling of Silicon Chips on the basis ofScaling of Silicon Chips on the basis of
atomistic understandingatomistic understanding

Chip lifetime estimate:Chip lifetime estimate:
requires scaling of electricrequires scaling of electric

fields based on knowledge offields based on knowledge of
bonding energiesbonding energies



ScalingScaling

Scaling is not a law of nature as discovered first by PharaohScaling is not a law of nature as discovered first by Pharaoh
Snaf®uhSnaf®uh in the most spectacular ways in the most spectacular ways

Nanotechnology: Again one wishes to reduce the deviceNanotechnology: Again one wishes to reduce the device
size and to increase the number of devices by certain factorssize and to increase the number of devices by certain factors

Systems Design Depends on Systems Design Depends on NanoscaleNanoscale Properties: what Properties: what
are the scaling rules? In the lab billions of dollars are notare the scaling rules? In the lab billions of dollars are not

available and radically new concepts need to be foundavailable and radically new concepts need to be found



Expanding the Room at the BottomExpanding the Room at the Bottom
Scanning Probe MicroscopyScanning Probe Microscopy

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy: permits to Scanning Tunneling Microscopy: permits to ““seesee””
properties of atomsproperties of atoms

Scanning Force MicroscopyScanning Force Microscopy

Possibility of forming structures on the single atom levelPossibility of forming structures on the single atom level



Piezoelectric Scanning Unit

Tunneling Probe

Sample Holder

Scanning Probe Microscope Design

Si(100)-2x1:H



Molecular NanotechnologyMolecular Nanotechnology

Cu(Pc) NH3-Cu(Pc)

C60 NBE

ObjectiveObjective

Design of molecular devicesDesign of molecular devices

Microscopic image with
overlaid molecular structure



New Concepts for Large SystemsNew Concepts for Large Systems

Concepts that can be deduced from evolution andConcepts that can be deduced from evolution and
biological systemsbiological systems

Concepts deduced from manmade theories: The QuantumConcepts deduced from manmade theories: The Quantum
ComputerComputer





Biological Ion ChannelBiological Ion Channel
Chip Design Software extended to simulate Biological Ion Channel



This animation illustrates trajectories obtained by Monte Carlo simulation for a
solution of NaCl in gramicidin (black particle = Na+, yellow particle = Cl– ).

Monte Carlo Simulation of Ionic Channels
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Imitation of Biological SystemsImitation of Biological Systems

We know that biological system benefit greatly from theWe know that biological system benefit greatly from the
variety and multi-functionality of the componentvariety and multi-functionality of the component

nanostructuresnanostructures

Disadvantages when compared to silicon-chip technology:Disadvantages when compared to silicon-chip technology:
lack of lack of ““algorithmicalgorithmic”” speed, lack of reliability, lifetime- speed, lack of reliability, lifetime-

switching cyclesswitching cycles

Are there molecular devices in the Are there molecular devices in the ““dry worlddry world”” that that
combine just the advantages?combine just the advantages?



Channels of the Wet and Dry Worlds



Atomistic Elements, Large SystemsAtomistic Elements, Large Systems

Richard Feynman: There is plenty of room at the bottomRichard Feynman: There is plenty of room at the bottom

Jack Morton: The tyranny of large systemsJack Morton: The tyranny of large systems

Silicon Technology: Solution by scaling using billions ofSilicon Technology: Solution by scaling using billions of
dollarsdollars

Zuerich, November 2003



Slava V Rotkin, Carl Burton, Ben Grosser

Light operated molecular switch



Quantum ComputationQuantum Computation

The The QubitQubit: transistor of quantum computers: transistor of quantum computers

Entanglement and how Entanglement and how qubitsqubits relate to quantum relate to quantum
information and computationinformation and computation



The QUBITThe QUBIT
Introduction of Probability as cornerstone of scienceIntroduction of Probability as cornerstone of science

The The qubitqubit contains by itself both analog and digital contains by itself both analog and digital
informationinformation

Does the Does the qubitqubit contain information in new form? contain information in new form?

i



QUBIT of everyday life



ENTANGLEMENT:ENTANGLEMENT:
THE SPECIALTY OF QUBITSTHE SPECIALTY OF QUBITS
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Basic Quantum ComputerBasic Quantum Computer

The The QubitQubit: the element of quantum computers: the element of quantum computers

Most basic Quantum computer: two entangled QUBITSMost basic Quantum computer: two entangled QUBITS

Permits to play an interesting gamePermits to play an interesting game



Entangled Entangled QubitQubit Solution of the Game Solution of the Game

Qu QuEAlice uses Bob usesi i

Task: Without knowing what number Bob
Picks, Alice must pick a different one.

Question, what is entanglement, what is
            quantum information?



ChallengesChallenges

How to design a large system using the images of natureHow to design a large system using the images of nature
and the multiple functionality found in nature?and the multiple functionality found in nature?

Near term hope: small systems, sensorsNear term hope: small systems, sensors

How to harness the parallelism of quantum systems andHow to harness the parallelism of quantum systems and
quantum coherence?quantum coherence?

It is not clear at the moment what can be achieved.It is not clear at the moment what can be achieved.
However, it is clear that quantum mechanical methods areHowever, it is clear that quantum mechanical methods are

important for important for NanoNano-Science and Technology-Science and Technology



ConclusionsConclusions

The possible benefits and opportunities of NanostructureThe possible benefits and opportunities of Nanostructure
Systems are Extremely SignificantSystems are Extremely Significant

There are significant obstacles even for a seamlessThere are significant obstacles even for a seamless
nanostructure simulation encompassing variousnanostructure simulation encompassing various

disciplines and scalesdisciplines and scales

Large manmade systems are in distant future, research onLarge manmade systems are in distant future, research on
smaller systems needs to bridge the gapsmaller systems needs to bridge the gap


